Staff car sagas

Finding Papa’s ‘55 Chrysler
The intriguing tale of classic car detective work and several mojitos
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A Celebration of Vintage American
Automobiles’ is available on Amazon.

1955 Chrysler New Yorker
ENGINE 5400cc V8 OHV
POWER 250hp@4600rpm
TORQUE 340lb ft@2800rpm
GEARBOX 2-spd auto
O-60MPH 12.8sec
TOP SPEED 108mph
FUEL ECON0MY 9.8mpg

Proof of ownership

Work since last report

Bodywork repairs completed on sills
and bulkheads. Chrysler dashboard
fitted. Carburettor parts shipped to
Havana.
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rnest Hemingway was a hazard on
Cuba’s roads. ‘It was noon and I was cold
sober,’ he once wrote to his editor,
Maxwell Perkins, admitting: ‘Fourth bad smash
in a year.’ So, no surprise that when I found
Hemingway’s long-lost 1955 Chrysler New
Yorker it was, to say the least, a bit of a
wreck… albeit, as it turned out, not because
of Papa’s predilection for accidents.
In December 2009, I’d met with Eduardo
Mesejo Maestre, director of Havana’s Depósito
del Automóvil car museum. Eduardo told me
over mojitos that he’d seen the Chrysler.
‘It’s hidden, but it is still in the country and
still restorable. I don’t know anything about the
car’s whereabouts,’ Eduardo said coolly,
clinging tight to whatever information he had.
Determined to get to the bottom of things,
I headed out to Finca Vigía – the author’s
former home in San Francisco de Paula.

As I walked up the driveway, Ada Rosa, director
of the beautifully restored home (now the
Museo Ernest Hemingway), appeared with files
in hand. ‘We knew you were coming. We read
your blog,’ she said, motioning me to sit (I first
reported the car’s existence in a blog post of
March 26, 2011). A large, long, low-slung car
covered tantalisingly by a tarp sat atop
cement blocks in the sloping driveway. ‘There’s
no documentation showing that Hemingway
registered the car in Cuba,’ said Ada, who then

proceeded to show me the insurance policy
the author took out, with the vehicle’s
registration number; and the Chrysler’s VIN
plate with the chassis and engine numbers.
Next, Ada laid out documents from Cuba’s
National Registry of Vehicles, beginning with
the 1961 paperwork showing the Chrysler as
belonging to Hemingway’s doctor (1961-1973),
Dr José Luis Herrera Sotalongo, to whom ‘Papa’
bequeathed the vehicle; then to Sotalongo’s
son, José Herrera Bella (1973-78); and a list of
individuals that threads to the last known
owner, Hortelio Leopoldo Nuñez Gutiérrez, in
whose garage the vehicle was found.
Finally the cover was pulled off. I gasped at
the Chrysler’s sad condition. Ada told me of her
plan to restore the treasured vehicle to
running condition. She ran through a long list
of original parts required. Having written a
book – Cuba Classics: A Celebration of Vintage
American Automobiles – I was well aware of
the massive effort the restoration would take.
Aware, also, of the amazing skill and ingenuity
of Cuba’s mechanical wizards. I had faith.
I made several more visits, bringing Ada
Rosa useful documents, such as original paint
swabs plus a CD of the original maintenance
manual. Then David Soul called. He’d read my
book and wanted to meet. We met in the
garden of Havana’s Hotel Nacional and
partnered in the restoration. Then David called
Practical Classics. And the rest, as they say…
■ www.christopherbaker.com

An lot of bits are
missing. PC’s
working on that.

Museum curator Ada Rosa Alfonso with the car
believed to be Ernest Hemingway’s Chrysler.

The VIN plate attached to the 1955 New Yorker
ties in with official Hemingway paperwork.
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